
I WAS GOING TO BE ONE OF THEM 
Introduction from Sara Marcus’s Girls to the Front: The True Story of the Riot Grrrl Revolution 

 
I missed out on the first few years of Riot Grrrl. In the summer of 1991, when girls not far from my suburban 
Maryland home were talking revolution, I was fourteen and going to theater camp. In our production of The 
Wiz, I played the good witch who comes in near the end and teaches Dorothy that she can find her way home 
if she just believes in herself. I wore a pink satin prom dress and I rode onto the stage enclosed in an eight-
foot lotus made of plywood painted pinkish-lavender. The stagehands, all sixteen years old and crass, dubbed 
my floral conveyance the Vast Violet Vulva. Moments before my entrance every night, they shut me up 
inside the vulva and I stood there, awaiting my cue, encased in shadows tinted the same pink you see when 
your eyes are closed but there’s a brightness just beyond your eyelids, waiting for you to open up and see. 
 
That summer, a few weeks after the end of The Wiz, I went to a clothing store, a Ross Dress for Less. While 
my parents were out browsing the racks, I tried on shirts alone in the fitting room, and the attendant, a young 
man probably in his late teens, struck up a conversation.  
 
We chatted through my fitting room’s curtain and I answered his questions nonchalantly, tossing aside a T- 
shirt, considering a plaid button-down, and then he said something clearly indicating—whether explicitly or 
implicitly, I’m not sure, but his meaning was evident— that he would like to fuck me. 
 
I froze in the tiny cubicle, a rejected shirt encircling my forearms, my hands disappearing in the collar. I was 
certain that I would vomit, right there on the pin-strewn gray carpet. 
 
“Your parents are gone,” he said. “They can’t hear us.” Or was it “They can’t hear you”? 
 
The threat I heard in his voice may have been real. It may also have been a shadow cast by the threat I had 
been taught that all girls, particularly from age thirteen onward, faced from nearly any man at nearly any 
moment. Having ingested endless lessons of peril and caution, I was now living a worst-case scenario: 
trapped, topless, near a man who wanted to violate me, with only a canvas curtain separating me from the 
would-be attacker. 
 
Perhaps I could vomit on him. I had heard that that sometimes worked. 
 
“Sara, did you find anything?” My mother! Gratefully, I went out to meet her by the three-way mirror, 
hugging the shirts and their hangers to my body like clumsy armor. 
 
I never came any closer to genuine sexual danger, but for years I braced myself for it, while marinating in 
shame over having somehow led the fitting-room attendant on—him, and also Peter, the tall drummer in 
marching band who shoved me against a locker in an empty hallway one morning and held me there for a 
horrifying minute, as if trying to decide what to do with me, before the footsteps of an approaching teacher 
set me free. I never told anybody about either incident. They both felt like they had been my fault. 
 
I experienced female adolescence as a constant affront with calamity always loitering nearby, licking its lips, 
waiting for an opening. I spent the beginning of my teens miserable, alienated, and isolated. And I was sure I 
was the only one who felt this way. 
 
It wasn’t an unreasonable thing for me to believe. I had no social group, no pocket of belonging. I had quit 
the drama club after its vice president, a short jolly girl who wore patchouli and crushed velour, told me that 
our gentle kisses in the front seat of her mom’s Chevy Suburban went against God’s plan for her. Cut loose 
from the only tribe I’d known, I drifted, too weird for the smart kids’ clique and too diligent for the purple-
haired rebels who smoked cigarettes behind the school gym during lunch. 



 
I began escaping to DC on weekends, boarding the Metro at its last stop in the suburbs. A brief eight-lane 
highway dead-ended at the Shady Grove station’s treeless parking lot, and when my parents dropped me off, 
I loved finding the waiting trains, behemoths idling on their lethal-voltage rails. Their eventual lurch into 
motion felt exhilarating, like dropping off a cliff. 
 
Back at school, I ate my lunch alone in an empty hallway, then retreated to the school library, where I napped 
in a corner between the books on feminism and the emergency exit. Just getting through each day was 
exhausting. 
 
I was desperate for something that might save me, or help me save myself. 
 
I first learned about Riot Grrrl in autumn 1992. I had just come home from another dispiriting day of tenth 
grade and I was standing at the kitchen table, sorting through the mail, when an article in the new issue of 
Newsweek grabbed both my arms and shook me. The piece, titled “Revolution, Girl Style,” opened with a 
scene of a girl standing up to a sexual harasser at school: “Don’t touch me or my friends!” It went on to 
describe a nationwide network of teen feminists who came together to support one another, fight back against 
harassing classmates, and talk about “everything from tuning guitar strings to coming out of the closet.” The 
girls, according to this piece, were “sexy, assertive, and loud.” Although I wasn’t sexy and didn’t particularly 
want to be, I remembered that for a while in elementary school, and intermittently since then, I had been 
assertive and loud, and I missed being that girl. 
 
I read the whole piece twice, not even bothering to sit down. It said the riot grrrls had recently held a 
convention in Washington, DC. Could this be true? There were girls in my area who might understand me? 
 
When my mother came home and read the article, she remarked that the movement didn’t seem like anything 
I would want to be involved in. 
 
I had never wanted anything more in my life. 
 
The riot grrrls were so near to me that I sometimes imagined I could smell their magenta hair dye. What if 
one of them went to my school? In the pre-Internet age, though, my search turned up only dead ends. 
Throughout tenth and eleventh grade, I scoured the Washington Post Style section, studied the “Meetings” 
classified ads in the City Paper, looked under “Riot Grrrl” in the DC phone book, and checked the bulletin 
board of the feminist bookstore downtown where I had begun to camp out on weekends, reading Alison 
Bechdel and Luce Irigaray. I uncovered no leads. 
 
Still, the article had given me an idea. If I couldn’t reach the riot grrrls, I would figure out how to be a 
feminist some other way. For a class project, I interviewed the National Organization for Women’s chapter 
coordinator, who encouraged me to form a group at my high school. I did so immediately. The club attracted 
a dozen members and at least an equal number of antagonists, who conveyed their disapproval by defacing 
our bulletin board displays (FEMINISM: THE RADICAL NOTION THAT WOMEN ARE PEOPLE! 
became FEMINISM: RADICAL MEN PE E) and shouting “Dykes!” through the door of our meeting room 
as they sprinted down the hall. 
 
Most of the club’s members were wary of conflict, so we played it safe, delivering a series of morning 
announcements for Women’s History Month, organizing a self-defense workshop, and posting a conciliatory, 
pleading bulletin board message that read merely FEMINISM: IT’S ABOUT CHOICES. But these actions 
didn’t come close to addressing what I had felt in the fitting room at the Ross Dress for Less, nor what I felt 
when I read in the newspaper about restrictions on abortion, grants rescinded from gay and female artists, the 
gauntlet of Navy officers at the Tailhook convention in Vegas who stripped a teenage girl. And then there 



was the day a popular tenor came to choir practice wearing a T-shirt that said THE PERSON WEARING 
THIS SHIRT IS A POLICE OFFICER. JUST LIE DOWN AND DO WHATEVER THE NICE POLICE 
OFFICER TELLS you TO. 
 
When I saw his shirt, I thought I would cry. Then I thought I would punch him. Struggling to collect myself 
and confront him productively, I walked up to him and said, “Your shirt really offends me.” 
 
In a high, girlish voice, he retorted, “Your shirt really offends me,” and walked away, laughing. I was 
wearing a plain green tee. 
 
The more I tried to sublimate my fury into a palatable, diplomatic rhetoric of “choices,” the angrier I became. 
Even within the NOW club, I felt alone. The Newsweek article had said that the riot grrrls “may be the first 
generation of feminists to identify their anger so early and to use it.” I had identified mine, all right. But how 
could I use it all by myself? 
 
In early 1993, I finally found an address for the DC chapter of Riot Grrrl. It was printed in Off Our Backs, a 
long-running feminist journal I had discovered during my weekend sojourns at the feminist bookstore. The 
women of the OOB collective were publishing like it was 1973, doing their layout by hand and printing on 
flimsy newsprint. But one of them interviewed a few riot grrrls —and listed the group’s post office box 
address. 
 
At long, long last, I had found them. I mailed off an effusive letter. I heard nothing back for months. 
 
Eventually an envelope came back to me with three xeroxed flyers. One flyer read, in part: 
 

Okay, so I propose that those girls who wanna change things start writing stuff on their/our 
hands. Magic marker works good. You can draw hearts or stars or write words on yr fingers, 
whatever, it will just be a way for pro-revolution girls to identify each other. 

	
 
I was a secret agent, receiving intermittent clues and instructions from an unknown headquarters. The 
communiqués were coming more quickly now. I would comply. I drew lopsided stars on the backs of my 
hands, pushing a marker over spindly ridges of bone. I wrote on the last, longest joints of my fingers, one 
letter per knuckle: R-I-O-T on the right and G-I-R-L on the left. I rode the county bus; I rode the Metro; I 
went to museums; I went to class. I waited to see another one. I waited to stumble into a whole pack of them. 
I waited for a gang to stop me and say, “You’re coming with us.” 
 
My piano teacher told me to go wash my hands.  
 
I read the flyers over and over. One contained this line: 
 

Riot Grrrl D. C. meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 P.M. at the yellow Positive Force House in 
Arlington, 3510 8th Street N., right by the Virginia Square Metro. 

 
But I was afraid to go, scared that the girls would be too cool for me and I would have nothing left to hope 
for. 
 
A friend of a friend at school gave me a Bikini Kill tape—I knew that the band was somehow linked to Riot 
Grrrl—and for a while no other music mattered, just that breastbone-shaking bass line and Kathleen Hanna’s 
voice singing with all the concentrated fury of a firehose, “Dare you to do what you want! Dare you to be 
who you will!” 
	
 



The final, decisive push came from, of all things, a necklace: an oval pendant the size of a watch face, cut out 
of Shrinky Dink plastic, inscribed with the words RIOT GRRRL and a few hand-drawn stars. I saw it around 
a girl’s neck at a concert in the choir room of a neighboring high school, and I realized with a start that I 
already knew this girl; we’d gone to the same elementary school. I asked her about the meetings. She said I 
should go. I picked out a Sunday and wrote it in my calendar. 
 
Three days before the appointed Sunday in April 1994, Kurt Cobain’s body was discovered in a greenhouse 
in Seattle. I remembered that Newsweek had referred to Courtney Love, now Cobain’s widow, as the riot 
grrrls’ “patron saint,” but I’d never cared about Nirvana or about Love’s band, Hole. Fearing that a grief-
filled meeting would separate me from the other girls right off the bat, I nearly stayed home. 
 
Still, I went, and when I finally stepped over the threshold of Positive Force House into its first-floor living 
room, I found that nobody else at the meeting cared about Nirvana or Hole either. We talked about sexual 
harassment from classmates and teachers, crushes on boys and girls, our favorite kinds of tampons and ice 
cream, and our outrage over the sexist stories and images we saw in the newspapers and on television. These 
girls weren’t all punk, they didn’t all have bands, and while they were the coolest girls I’d ever met, they 
were cool in a way that drew me closer instead of shutting me out. 
	
 
They were courageous, profane, and powerful. They would have socked that fitting-room attendant in the 
face. They would have redone the NOW club’s bulletin board to read MAYBE I WOULDN’T HAVE TO 
BE A FEMINIST IF YOU WEREN’T SUCH AN ASSHOLE. I was going to be one of them. 
 
Talking to these girls, I began to understand that I didn’t have to be miserable. Maybe being a teenager was 
always going to be a bloodbath to some extent, but it did not have to be this particular bloodbath. Its severity 
and the specific tone of its miseries were political, which meant they were mutable. I felt powerless not 
because I was weak but because I lived in a society that drained girls of power. Boys harassed me not 
because I invited it but because they were taught it was acceptable and saw that no one intervened. These 
things weren’t my fault, and we could fight them all together. 
 
For the first time in years, I knew that I was going to be okay. 
 
Riot Grrrl DC had held nearly all its meetings, starting with the first in 1991, at the same house in Arlington, 
a long-running punk activist commune of sorts. In the foyer, beneath the staircase, stood a shoulder-high 
metal filing cabinet that held relics of Riot Grrrl’s history, and one Sunday afternoon, when I arrived early 
for a meeting, I slid open a drawer and wound up crouching under the stairs, poring over the archives, till my 
knees ached and my feet fell asleep. I found phone lists full of names of girls I’d never met. I found old 
meeting minutes, convention schedules, directories of chapters across the country, and cardboard stencils 
misted with spray paint. I found pasted-up originals of old zines, the typewritten articles’ corners curling up, 
set free by weakening glue-stick bonds. I found drawers stuffed full of letters from girls like me who had 
happened upon the address and written in, seeking encouragement, hope, connection. 
 
I also found a thick scrapbook of photographs showing girls at slumber parties, girls at shows, girls marching 
at the Capitol, girls playing croquet topless on the National Mall. I stared at their faces in the quiet minutes 
before the meetings began. Who were they? What had become of the people on the phone list? What had 
happened to the other chapters? These files haunted me. The newest items in the drawers were perhaps six 
months old; the others dated back a couple of years at most. Yet the past they hinted at felt long gone: half 
legend, half mirage. 
 
Years went by. I wrote a dozen issues of a zine, joined a band, went to college, formed another band, went on 
tour, started writing about music and politics for magazines and newspapers. In the late ‘90s, someone told 
me that the Riot Grrrl DC post office box had closed and the weekly meetings had petered out. I began to 



hear people talking about Riot Grrrl in the past tense. Some spoke of it as having been a radical feminist 
movement of young women, but most people thought of it as a music scene, an expired trend: at best, a 
period of openness to strong female performers; at worst, an ideology of bad musicianship or a style of dress. 
Girls playing guitars sloppily were referred to as riot grrrls, as if it were a genre like rockabilly or grindcore. 
A “Riot Grrrl” Halloween costume for sale online (child sizes eight to ten) looked like a Goth cheerleader 
outfit with moon boots. Even feminist books on gender and rock music downplayed the movement’s political 
aspects— because, I suspect, people didn’t know how to treat the lives of teenage girls as if they mattered. 
The truth about the movement was getting buried. I longed for someone to set the record straight, or at least 
tilt the balance in the right direction. Then I realized that I could pull everyone’s stories together, and I 
devoted myself once again to finding the riot grrrls. 
 
I spent five years researching this book: traveling broadly to interview people I’d tracked down through 
friends of friends or on the Internet, combing people’s personal collections of artifacts as well as institutional 
archives, scrolling through microfilms of British music magazines and old feminist newsletters. A decade 
had gone by since I’d made my last zine and attended my last Riot Grrrl convention, but I hadn’t ever lost 
that curiosity I’d felt while squatting by the file cabinet in Arlington, my toes growing prickly and numb. 
What I had lost, a little bit, was the feeling I’d had in my teens that what my friends and pen pals and I were 
working on was beautiful and vital; the consciousness that many of our emotional challenges (self-doubt, 
confusion, sadness) resulted not from personal failings but from political and social forces, and that we could 
do battle with them as such; the belief that we could and would, as one of the movement’s manifestos had put 
it, change the world for real. Through working on this book, I reconnected with these convictions, while also 
learning that many people’s experiences with Riot Grrrl had been far more fraught than my own epiphanic 
bliss. The movement’s flaws, and the personal(-as-political) beefs that the movement was ill equipped to 
avert, had been more ruinous than I had been able to see from my limited vantage point. Sometimes it’s okay 
to have a little distance from the center of a cultural explosion—the impact may be reduced, but the burns are 
less severe. This book tells Riot Grrrl’s story through the lives of a few central figures, musicians and 
nonmusicians alike, young women who were around at the movement’s beginnings or whose involvement 
was particularly intense or long lasting. But there were thousands upon thousands of others whose stories are 
only hinted at here, and whose lives were indelibly shaped in the ‘90s by the ascendancy of Riot Grrrl. 
 
Many of the movement’s core values, I’ve come to realize, are as necessary now as they were then. The early 
‘90s were a difficult time to be a woman, especially a young one, and too little has changed in the 
intervening decades. Yet nothing else has emerged since then to confront sexism with a fraction of Riot 
Grrrl’s fire and prophetic drive. The self-righteous absolutism of adolescence eventually softens its edges, as 
it must. But we never stop needing that idealism and energy, that courage to name things as political if they 
are political and unacceptable if they are unacceptable, that dedication to crafting our lives and our 
communities on our own terms. Telling stories is just the beginning. 


